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LAMENT FOR OWAIN GLYN

DWR

Histor y
eLms us: wave on wave
Roll ing
and back along time's beach,
Weari ng
he past , bury the brave
Wher e t he
9 winds and the low winds all reach
Acr oss the sands and keen along the shore
Seek ing f r Owain son of Gruffudd's grave.
Gone, g one, a d we shall see his like no more
Nor si g ~s song s, nor yet his glory save.
To
.e h · gh
d s we will raise three great cries,
Likew · se L
e waste places of the skies.
Les t a
UI
ope s drift down into the night
One fai
ope f icke rs at the end of sight;
T e Lord f Syc ar h rising from his sleep
To et
s from the vasty deep.
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Parritch
About twenty ears ago I read a paper entitled,
"The French Have
segun tl. To the vocal
disappointment of
eral of the older members of the
Club, the sub j ect
e paper was Chinese cuisine, not
at all what they
· cipated. Tonight's Budget
f
food,
but with both a scottish
carries on the
e:e
and a New England fla or. Though this may seem a
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strange juxtaposition, it is illustrative of this
reader's culinary heritage.
scottish cookery is often lumped together with
that of the rest of the British Isles, England, Wales,
and Ireland. While there may be some similarities,
particularly in England, this is primarily the result
of the importation of scottish foods and customs into
that country. Two good examples of this are kippers,
or kippered herrings, and marmalade, both of which are
of unquestioned scottish heritage, though they have
become the sine qua non of a full English breakfast.
The difference between Scottish and English foods is
mirrored by the vast differences between England and
Scotland.
Although Scotland has been part of the united
Kingdom since the mid-eighteenth century,* there has
never been a spiritual unity of the Scots and the
English. As Sir Walter Scott pointed out, the Scots
and the English fought three hundred and fourteen major
battles against each other before their union. These
historic animosities are not easily forgotten, and are
still acted upon.
For example, in 1950, there was the celebrated
removal of the Coronation Stone, on which scottish
kings were once crowned at Scone, from its place in
Westminster Abbey, from whence it was returned to
Scotland. The rumored mastermind behind the enterprise
was my distant cousin, Douglas Young, the poet laureate
of Scotland, and the translator from the Greek to Scots
of Aristophanes' plays, the Birds and The Frogs.

*
While the united Kingdom of Great Britain came
into being in 1707, with the Union or Parliaments, the
Jacobites rose in 1715, and again in 1745 under Bonnie
Prince Charles who came close to regaining Scotland's
independence. 'The Battle of Culloden Moor, in 1746,
ended the rebellion and was the last full fledged
battle fought between the two countries.
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And when the present Queen acceded to the throne
upon the death of her father, King Geor~e VI, sh 7
appalled ' a large number of Scots by tak~ng the t~~le of
Elizabeth II, a title historically unwarranted, s~nce
the earlier Elizabeth had ruled England only, and not
Scotland.
Scotland is commonly divided between the Highlands
and the Lowlands. The Highlanders are Celts and the
Lowlanders are more properly North Britons. The
Highlands are bare, mountainous, and wild, where little
grows but oats and barley and sheep, while the Lowlands
have a more equable climate and more fertile soil.
There is also a SUbstantial difference in
character between the Highlander and the Lowlander:
"The Highlander is graceful, soft spoken, proud to
arrogant, sly, evasive, and irrational to the point of
impossibility; the Lowlander is much more downright and
blunt, less attentive to grace than to meaning,
hardheaded (even thickheaded), and rational to the
point of insensitivity." 1
To outsiders, all Scots are supposed to be "dour,
canny, pawky, coarse, fly, stingy, pedantic,
moralistic, and drunken all at once, combining the
severity of Calvin with the lasciviousness of Burns
. They are, as the saying goes, like dung - no good
unless spread." ~ And spread they have. The Scots
have thoroughly and clamorously invaded the rest of the
world out of all proportion to the size of the country,
which has a population of barely five million. The
most numerous outflow has been to the south, in large
part to London.
Perhaps because of this there has
always been a measure of anti-scottish disposition
among the English. As Doctor Johnson, who had a
sweeping dislike of the Scots, said, "The noblest
prospect which a Scotchman ever sees is the high road
that leads him to England". Johnson's vituperation,
though, pales besides the calumny of the journalist
T.W.H. Crowl and expressed in his book, The Unspeakable
Scot. Here is a brief example:
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T.W.H. Crowl and expressed in his book, The Unspeakable
Scot. Here is a brief example:
Your proper child of Caledonia believes in
his rickety bones that he is the salt of the
earth. He is the bandy-legged lout from
Tullietudlescleugh who, after a childhood of
intimacy with the cesspool and the crablouse, and
twelve months at "the college" from moneys wrung
from the diet of his family, drops his threadbare
kilt and comes South in a slop suit to instruct
the English in the arts of civilization and in the
English language. And because he is Scotch and
the Scotch superstition is heavy on our Southern
lands, England will forthwith give him a chance,
for an English chance is his birthright . . •
When a Scotchman's parents decide that he
shall be neither a minister or a journalist, or
when a wee laddie who has been dedicated to one or
other of these offices kicks over the traces, or
turns out something of a failure, there are still
splendid openings for him.
Far away to the South
stretches that land of milk and honey - England and there is scarcely a square mile of it where
you do not find either a shop or a bank or a
factory, or some other "hive of industry" created,
of course, for the special benefit of Scotchmen
I do not think it is an exaggeration to
describe England as a Scot-ridden country • .

.

There is no kind of man in the world who
makes the drinking of furious spirit a cultus and
a boast the way a Scotchman does . .
Whether he is a Highlander or a Lowlander or
a m~ngrel, as he mostly is, it is just the same.
He ~s Scotch, and compounded for the most part of
savage..
The Scotch are in point of fact qu't
the dullest race of white men in the world and ~ e
they '.'knock along" simply by virtue of the
Scott1sh superstition, coupled with plod, thrift,
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Crosland's book sold well, particularly in
Scotland, where it was hugely enjoyed.
Scotland i s a hard country where eking out a
living wa s the best most could look forward to. The
traditional foods of Scotland reflect that harshness.
They are simply made from simple ingredients. Oats and
barley were the principle grains, potatoes, onions,
carrots and neaps (or turnips) were the most used
vegetables, and mutton, lamb, haddock and herring were
the meats and fish.
I remember fondly a childhood replete with
Shepherd's Pie, Scotch Broth, Finnan Haddie (salted and
smoked haddock), Current Tarts, Shortie, (shortbread),
Kippers, (kippered herring), Oat Cakes, Dundee
marmalade,Stovies (potatoes and onions, generously
peppered, cooked with a fair amount of meat drippings
on top of the stove), and especially porridge, or, as
Gram, my Scottish great grandmother called it,
"parritch". The Scottish fondness for porridge is
legendary. No breakfast is worthy of the name without
the generous quantities of porridge. Porridge, of
course, is made of oats. In his dictionary, Samuel
Johnson defined "oats" as "A grain which in England is
generally given to horses, but in Scotland supports the
people." When once an Englishman reminded a Scotsman
of th i s distinction, the scot replied, "Yes, that's
true, and everyone knows that England has the finest
horses and Scotland the finest men."
Porridge has sustained the Scots for centuries.
The scott ish troops that fought for Charles I in the
seventeenth Century civil War were able to march great
distances over rough country and go into battle
nouriShed mainly on a hand ful of oatmeal a day which
they carried with thee and made into porridge.
Porridge was not taken lightly in Gram's house
There were no "Quick Oats", or "breakfast in five •
.
t es " t omfoolery.
m1nu
Porridge was made from true
rolled oats and required care to achieve the proper
end, a hearty, health-sustaining breakfast. Porridge
was always made afresh the night before. After dinner
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rolled oats and required care to achieve the proP7 r
d a hearty health-sustaining breakfast. porr~dge
:~s'alWays made afresh the night before. After d1nner
was over the dishes washed, dried and put away, the
kitchen ~leaned and the floor swept, Gram got out the
porridge pot. It was always the same pot, p:obably
four or five quarts in size, fairly heavy, ,w1th the
scars and stains of many, many years of fa1thful,
service evident on its surface. I never knew th1s pot
to be used for anything but porridge. Gram filled the
pot with enough water to make the amount o~ porridge
she estimated would be eaten the next morn1ng, and
brought the pot to boil on the stove. When the water
was boiling vigorously she tossed in an amount of salt
she thought desirable, and while stirring the salted
water, poured in the oats, and turned the fire down to
low.
Partially covered, the porridge was left to
simmer slowly for an hour or so, all the while making
"plop", "plop", "plop" sounds as bubbles of steam broke
through the surface of the now thick mixture, filling
the kitchen with the rich, nutty aroma of cooking oats.
In cooking, Gram never used a recipe nor did she
measure anything with cups, halfcups, tablespoons or
teaspoons. ,She practiced cooking as an art or a ~raft,
not as a SC1ence. Measurements were by the pinch or
th7 handfu~, or wha~ felt or looked right. The idea of
uS1ng a wr1tten rec1pe Would have impressed her thrifty
S~otch SO~l as being a waste both of paper and her Godg1ven braln.
While the porridge cooked, Gram would join the
rest of the family in the living room invariably
sitting in her scratchy, green, wool ~Pholstered
rocker, joining in whatever we were doing. Then, at
bedtime, before going upstairs, Gram would turn the
stove off, leaving the porridge to rest for the night.
The next morning, always the first up, she turned the
gas on low under the pot so that by the time we came
down for breakfast the porridge was hot.
Gram never put sugar or milk on her porridge.
Next to her bowl of porridge she placed a cup of cold
milk. Into that she dipped each spoonful of porridge.
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particularly self-indulgent she would put a lump of
butter into her hot parritch. In the small Scottish
village of Errol where she grew up, the daughter of a
poor cobbler, butter was a seldom seen luxury,
certainly not to be wasted on parritch. And so, even
though she now lived in America the Scottish
Presbyterianism of her youth would not allow her to
enjoy this luxury every day.
I have never been able to duplicate that long-ago
porridge, but its taste remains alive in my memory,
together with the feeling of strength a stomach full of
Gram's parr itch gave a small boy, stepping out of the
door on a cold winter morning, ready to face any
challenge the day might bring.
Douglas M. Mansfield
1.

"Letter from Edinborough", Alistair Reid, New
Yorker Magazine, ca. 1960

2.

Ibid.

2

Great Chieftain 0' the Puddin-race
On the tW7nty-~ifth of this past January, as I
the ~n1vers1ty Club at lunch time, I met a
fr1end ~f un1mpeachable Scots ancestry. I gleefully
asked hlm, "Do you know what day this is?" He
answered, "I'm glad you asked me. I certainly do.
It's the anniversary of the conversion of st. Paul." A
good Presbyterian could not take exception to this
answer, but I confess I was somewhat disappointed.
What I had in mind was that this was the two hundred
and second anniversary of the birthday of Robert Burns.

en~ered
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What I had in mind was that this was the two hundred
and second anniversary of the birthday of Robert Burns.
In the evening of this day, allover the civilized
and uncivilized world, scots, their descendants and
friends, celebrate this occasion. The birth of no
other writer, and of very few men, is so widely
remembered.
It is true that Shakespeare's birth is remembered
and celebrated, but in a different way. On April the
twenty-third the valley of the Avon, hedged by the
warwickshire cotswold hills, is a paradise. The river
flows through exquisite wooded reaches, its surface
riffled by warm, soft breezes. The hawthornes are in
blossom and one may even find a wild rose blooming in
the hedgerows.
Oh, to be in England
Now that April's there,
And whoever wakes in England
Sees, some morning, unaware,
That the lowest boughs and the brushwood sheaf
Round the elm-tree bole are in tiny leaf,
While the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough
In England now!.*

*

"Home Thoughts from Abroad", Robert Browning
.

the week of Shakespeare's birthday,
by the hundreds, from many lands, visit

~uring

p~lgr~ms

Stratford to pay homage to the bard.

They tour the

church and the graveyard, the birth place the
connubial house, and they attend the play~ in the
Stratford theatre.
Ayershire, on the twenty-fifth of January is a
place to be avoided. The boisterous north wind
blowing in its contingent of snow, reminiscent ~f "the
blast 0 ' snaw" that ushered Robbie into the world
~~~ntsha~l but the most hardy. Birthday tourists'to
~s s
r~ne are most limited in numb
. b
..
compensation, far and wide, groups o~r~enU~il~Sg~~h~~
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Many of my fri ends have asked me, "What is
haggis?" It i s a difficult question to answer, for a
haggis is more t h an just a pudding. It is a symb~l, an
institution, the piece de resistance of a Burns n1ght
dinner, and an antidote to whiskey.
I think if I describe a Burns night dinner in
Scotland, an understanding and an appreciation of t~e
haggis will be obtained by inference; but I shall f1rst
give the recipe as I learned it from my grandmother.
Of all the edibles raised in scotland the two most
abundant are sheep and oats, and one finds, not
surprisingly, one or the other or both in many Scots
dishes.
"Take the pluck of a sheep, (the lungs, liver and
heart), and the King's Head, (the lesser stomach), and
boil for the time and a half of the hour glass. Let
the pipe hang over the pipe.
(To let the poison out).
When done, chop fine together with some suet and four
or five handsful of oats, two or three leeks or onions,
and a quarter handful of salt and pepper. stuff the
mixture into the big bag, (the stomach). Boil the
hagg i s for three times the hourglass, stabbing from
t ime to time to let out the gas."
The dinner which I wish to tell about was held in
the house of the "Admirable Crichton" which had been
t aken over recent l y by the University. James Crichton
of Cl i e ived i n the latter half of the sixteenth
century , a Scottish adventurer acclaimed for his
wonderf
. te l ectual gifts, his linguistic ability
combined
renarkable prowess in swordsmanship and
a ll knight
graces. His house was built of stone, of
me di e val
.
ure , and contained winding stone
stairways ,
isters, a nd a great hall. The hall was
s imil a r to
- seen in castles or monasteries with
~olid stone
s , pierce d high up with leaded' windows
Just below
e
e arche s that supported the roof.
It was h e ated
Je fir ep l aces at either end.
In
the center s tood a
rge oak r e f ectory table which
c~mfortably seated us, a though there must have been
f1fty present.
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the center stood a large oak refectory table which
comfortably seated us, although there must have been
fifty present.
Dinner dress was worn, and a considerable
proportion, if not the majority, wore Highland dress,
which made a fine splash of colour amid the somber
black of the others. The tartans varied from the dark
green and blue of the MaCGregor's to the bright yellow
and black of the MacLeod's.
In addition to the kilt, Highland dress clothes
consist of knee-length hose of the same tartan, or of
checked material knit with yarn of the colours
prominent in the tartan; a jacket of black velvet with
diamond shaped buttons of silver; and a plaid, made of
the same tartan as the kilt, worn over the jacket and
pinned to the left shoulder by a large silver brooch.
A dress sporran, in contrast to the leather sporran for
everyday use, of white goat-hair, decorated with black
goat-hair tassels, is worn. A sgian-dubh (skean dhu)
thrust into the right stocking is almost always
carried.
Dinner began with grace. At other dinners,
particularly those in connection with University
functions, a Latin grace was chanted by the diners but
on this occasion Robert Burn's own grace was used.'
Some hae meat and canna eat ,
And some wad eat but want it
But we hae meat, and we can ~at
And sae the Lord be thanket.
'
,Drinking was permitted throughout the dinner but
smok1~g was not, nor were toasts drunk until the ~nd of
the,dlnner, after t~e King's health was drunk. The
~~a1~an ~ose and,w1th glc;tss in hand said, "Gentlemen
e Klng.
At thls the d1ners rose and holding in '
o';1tstretched hands their own glasse~ repeated "To th
!lng ." Many of the men, particularly those i~ Highla~d
~ess, were seen to hold their glasses ove
p1tcher of water as they toasted the King r,th~ ~earest
course, "to the King over the water" The' 1 mp , Y1ng, of
.
c h alrman
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I have not seen wine served at Burns-night

~inners, but alon~ the length of the table at frequent
l~tervals were WhlSky bottles, soda siphons and

pltchers of water. Those were used with some
regularity and a good deal of success. Three laudable
things were accomplished by this custom: the cold
emanating from the stone walls was repelled;
conviviality was heightened; and the appetite for the
haggis to come was whetted.
A skirling of bagpipes was heard faintly, more
like memory than a sound of the present, but one could
feel the heightening of anticipation among the diners.
The music grew loud, and then louder, as the pipers,
dressed in the Royal stewart tartan, bright with red,
marched proudly into the room. At the same instant,
the kitchen door was thrust open, and the cooks,
bearing trenchers on which rested that "Great Chieftain
0' the puddin-race", burst forth and took their places
behind the pipers, matching their pride to that of the
musicians. As they stepped proudly around the table,
passing the diners, the delightful aroma of the haggis,
dripping with amber beads of succulent juices, blended
with the loud skirls of Scottish tune and the swelling
enthusiasm of the celebrants. It was a true homage to
their beloved Robbie, who once upon a time had been
moved by a similar experience to write:
Ye powers wha gie us a'that's guid,
still bless auld Caledonia's brood
Wi'great John Barleycorn's heart's bluid
In stoups or luggies;
And on our board the king o'food,
A glorious haggis!
Robert D. Mansfield
(Originally titled Apologia Haggisae and read as a
Budget paper on February 27, 1961)
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The Clambake

t
as a rule, I do not
Let me say at the start tha his earliest dayS on
like eating out of doors. !~~~ e the elements and to
earth man has struggled to d r~in heat and cold, and
find shelter fro m ,th7 sun an to me' an abomination. I
,
'd
P1cn1CS are,
,
f
blow1ng W1n s.
' f a c t a good deal 0
see no sense, (a~d, ~n 'g'fo od from a perf 7ctly
i rrationality), ~n remov~n
acking it in fl~msy,
'
adequate kitchen or p~ntr¥, ~ome distance, and s~tt1ng
containers, transpo~t~~gt~~er has not spoiled or been
on the gro~nd ~o ea w a I allOW one exception, a New
i nfested w~th 1nsectS.
England clambake.
, a contribution of the Indians to
The clambake ~s
All along the coast, from
th~ New Englandt~et~le~:~ps of buried shells mark the
Ma~ne to Connec ~cu ,
d'
tribes assembled
old gat~ering pla?~s ~~:~~stheT~~ !~~ient Indian method
f or the~r shore~s~ e
.
'd
F' t a
of cooking remains unchanged to th 7S aye
~r~
l ayer of round stones, about the s~ze of a man shead,
i s placed in a shallow hole ~ug in the sandy ~each.
The hole will keep the heat ~n. Then a quant~ty of
wood, is piled on the stones and s7t afi:e.
(For
,
aesthetic reasons I prefer well dr~ed dr~ftwood.) Th1S
allowed to burn until the stones are heated white-hot.
This takes at least an hour. When the stones have
reached the proper temperature, the next steps must be
taken fairly rapidly to prevent the stone bed from
cooling. First, you rake away the embers and brush
away much of the ash, and cover the hot stones with a
thick layer of rockweed, the seaweed with little
rubbery air floats.
(Other seaweeds, I have read, will
impart a similar sea-flavor, but I have never seen them
used.) On top of the rockweed is placed a layer of
soft shelled clams which have been washed and soaked in
fresh water. The clams will have absorbed some of the
water and this makes them juicier but, more
importantly, the extra water provides still more
seasoned steam. More rockweek is layered on the clams,
then potatoes, scrubbed but unpeeled, partially husked
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corn-on-the-cob, cut Up fish in cloth or paper bags,
(preferably bluefish), and finally the lobsters are
added. The whole is covered by a thick, wet tarpaulin,
the edges of which are weighted down by stones and
rockweed to keep in as much of the steam a possible.
The salty moisture from the steaming rockweed and clams
permeates, tenderizes, and flavors all the ingredients
of the bake. While the bake is cooking a pan of butter
is set on one edge of the pit to melt and provide a dip
for the clams and lobsters. A bake will usually take
at least an hour, all the while giving off an
irresistible aroma. When the tarpaulin is removed and
the bake opened, everyone masses around the server, and
upon being served his or her portions of the delicacies
offered, picks a seat on a blanket and metamorphoses
into a ravenous beast. For the first ten minutes or so
there is no conversation other than "pass the butter!",
"whose got the pepper?", or, "hand me another beer,
wi l l ya?", because eating freshly steamed clams and
lobsters is too serious an undertaking to allow of
distraction.
When recalling past clambakes, I remember always a
clear, summer day, early in June. The morning starts
on the coolish side, the ground is wet and sparkles
with dew, the sky is clear, and an azure blue, like the
heavenly blUe morning glories that are intertwined
around the lamppost outside the front door. The purple
lilacs are blooming and their old-fashioned aroma,
mingled with the smell of freshly cut grass, perfumes
the yard and welcomes the bees that are already buzzing
about in search of nectar. The few summer clouds are
small, and soft and move slowly across the sky in
obedience to the demands of the lofty breeze. Down
here, there is no movement of the air. The day will be
hot, that is, hot for New England, in the low to mideighties. The sun is bright, brighter than usual it
seems, a s if glorifyi ng the event to come. The leaves
on t he trees are still the paler green of spring.
The day before a few of u s went out to an inlet

where we knew there
an abundance of rockweed, that
peculiar podde d sea
t i s best for clambakes, and
gathered up a dozen or so burlap bags full of it -
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better to have too much than not enough. The beach
where we planned the bake, Plum Island, had th7 .
necessary rocks and driftwood, but lacked suff~c~ent
rockweed.
Plum Island is a long, narrow island, about an
hour's drive north from Boston, lying just off the
north-eastern-most part of Massachusetts. It is joined
to the mainland town of Newburyport by a narrow,
graveled causeway and wooden bridge. There is a single
gravel road running from the north end of the island
partway down. Most of the island is a bird refuge and
remains wild and unspoiled and, at the time of which I
write, lightly visited. There are, of course, no
commercial establishments of any kind. Access to the
eight mile long beach is gained on boarded paths which
wind through the sandy hills. The ground is thick with
beach plums and other salt resistant shrubs and
grasses.
It is in my opinion the finest beach in New
England.
My friends, Tom Foster and David, "Inky",
Ingraham, arrived to piCk me up at about 9:00 a.m. The
rockweed and tarpaulin were in the back of the pickup
truck, along with a cooler full of beer, another
essential ingredient of a successful clambake. Tom and
Inky had been chosen to act as bakemasters for this
clambake. Both had grown up in Massachusetts and had
years of experience in conducting these proceedings
both. for private get-to-gethers, as ours was , and f~r
var~ous church groups.
I was, I thought, along for the
experience, but, as it turned out, I was to provide the
heavy labor - the digging, the hauling and the hewing.
We had planned to start the first around noon in order
to have the food ready by four in the afternoon. A
couple of other members of our group would meet us at
Plum Island with the clams, lobsters, fish, corn and
potatoes and the rest would arrive as the spirit moved
them.
In all, there would be thirty of us. As usual
in these matters, at this time of our lives when none
of us had much money, we split evenly the cost of the
foodstuffs, and each couple provided their own beer.
It was not very costly.
In those days lobsters and
clams were still very reasonably priced. There was,
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for example, a little clam and lobster restaurant
standing alone just off the Plum Island causeway - a
gray unadorned unpainted, sand and sun weathered
shack, with a n~on Narragansett beer sign in the window
_ advertising "Lobster", "All you can eat for $1.50."
(parenthetically, I learned that a hun~ry young man can
put away quite a few broiled lobsters 1f he ~rders
pound-and-a-quarter to pound-and-a-half sP7c1mens, has
them broiled without the crumbs, and refra1ns from
eating the French fries that are abundantly supplied by
the clever restaurateur.)
This clambake went off as planned without a
discordant note of any kind.
It was perfect, though I
have yet to attend a bad one. When everyone was full
to bursting, and had let the processes of digestion
proceed to the point when movement was again possible,
we cleaned up the debris. Some took walks down the
beach in the approaching twilight, while others
gathered wood for a bonfire. As night fell, and the
sparks from the fire challenged the stars someone
brough~ out a guitar - in those days, at ~very
gather1ng, some one had a guitar - and, accompanied by
the rhythm of the waves striking the shore we sang
quietly the old songs that everyone knew. 'we were all
sleepy, a little sunburned, but happy with the thought
that we had spent an idyllic day with friends.
In conclusion, I must give you a poem, penned by
Christopher La Farge, in celebration of the New England
clambake
Devote your search for these alone:
The sand that's salted by the sea,
The driftwood f ire , the rounded stone,
Shelter of a wild c h erry tree,
But bellow like a ounded moose
If any says: To to- juice
Heat up the stones till fi ery red
For bottom to y
sandy well
with rockweed a
steaming bed;
The clams' and ~~~_er s' fi nal hell -
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But may their devil shake you loose
If you put in tomato-juice.
And when the rockweed starts to pop,
And when the whole begins to mutter,
Put on more stones and weed, and hop
To melt the freshest golden butter,
But though you're subject to abuse,
For God's sake, no tomato-juice

o
o

clams that are still fresh from mud!
lobsters turning slowly red!
o delicate young Irish spud!
o corn those husk has not been shed!
How well you fit each other's use
(unmingled with tomato-juice.)

A bluefish, dripping salt from it,
And planked against the flames to brown,
Marries with lobsters from the pit,
And clams provide, to wash it down,
A Narragansett nectar sluice unpoisoned with tomato-juice.
From such a feast, all duly grown
In good [New England's] sea and field,
Seasoned with bay leaf on hot stone
To make the weeds their essence yield,
You shall be fed as heavy has use Unless you add tomato-juice.
The Yankee Cookbook, Imogene Wolcott, Coward-McCann,
Inc., New York, 1939
Douglas M. Mansfield

